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1. Executive Summary
Acuitas is an intuitive and comprehensive algorithmic cryptocurrency
trading platform built for both beginners newly entering cryptocurrency
trading to experienced mainstream and cryptocurrency traders.
It has been designed from the ground up to incorporate real time
market information, trading tools, and access to our safe community &
content. Acuitas real time market and pricing information is streamed into
various subsystems that can be used for backtesting, paper & live trading, and
other means of analysis.
We understand the importance and power of collaborating with peers
and experts to discuss and debate strategies and trends. To accommodate
this, Acuitas has built in a community and marketplace that will be fed current
news and trending topics. This will grow and drive discussions keeping our
community at the forefront of the latest happenings in the crypto world.
Acuitas will also use incentives, competitions (via leaderboards and other
gamification means), and rewards to build an engaging ecosystem that gives
back to its members.
With Acuitas, traders will find a home in the cryptocurrency world where
they can learn and build a safe investment portfolio.
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2. Problem Statement
For traders and investors who want to be involved in cryptocurrency, it is
not without “buyer beware”, “travel at your own risk”, “this token is going to the
moon” and other crypto colloquialisms.
When a trader finally gets an account on an exchange and want to start
bot trading, they have another set of technical barriers to get over; make sure
the VPS is configured properly, make sure the correct strategy is in the config
files, and make sure all your tools are open. A failure at any one of these points
not only can waste hours of time, but could also lose lots of money.
Everyone involved in cryptocurrency whether trading or investing
inherently wants the markets to grow. Growth will occur exponentially when
mainstream institutional, commercial and consumer investors see that it is
safe to crossover. Currently the ecosystem is fragmented into many
communities, largely pseudo-anonymous, and plagued with scams. This
makes investing in cryptocurrencies not only inaccessible, but at times
financially perilous, leaving investors exposed to bad faith actors.
Cryptocurrency traders are required to understand the intricacies of
algorithmic trading strategies. These include but are not limited to
complexities

of

a

number

of

rapidly

growing

and

highly

volatile

cryptocurrency markets, and understanding a myriad of different tools to
have a comprehensive view. It’s anything but simple and add to that the fact
that cryptocurrency markets do not close.
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For new traders coming into the market it presents a distinct set of
challenges. Trading is a 24/7/365 endeavor. The continuous operation of the
market has given rise to automated trading bots as the first generation of
solutions to manage said challenges. Automated trading bots have recently
been developed over just the past few years and marketed as super tools that
supported multiple positions and the volatility of a market that never closes.
The initial first generation of these tools available for automated trading
required extensive IT knowledge to set up, supported a few basic trading
strategies and were not user friendly. They required files to be edited in
terminals to change the limited number of strategy parameters. The next
generation of cryptocurrency automated trading software started to have a
rudimentary graphical interface, some increased intelligence and expanded
strategies. All this provided an overwhelming amount of information. However,
they did not eliminate the time-consuming tasks to change configurations
based on market fluctuations, nor the complexity involved with managing
trades and strategies.
None of the past or current generation of cryptocurrency trading bots
can be operated very successfully without relying on a host of other tools and
resources. These tools still aren’t remotely close to what is available for
mainstream market traders.
The most successful cryptocurrency traders have in their tool box a
trading bot, chart & analysis tools, access to current news and trends, a
trusted community, IT knowledge, and usually their own custom software.
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3. Solution
Acuitas is a unified platform encompassing algorithmic cryptocurrency
trading, strategies, market information and community.
Acuitas places the focus back on trading by eliminating the issues
described with the current generation of algorithmic trading bots. There are
no configurations files. The core set of strategies are hand picked for power
and simplicity. Everything is displayed graphically making interaction with all
portions of the platform easy and intuitive. You don’t need IT knowledge to get
Acuitas running and the chart & analysis tools are built in.
Since the intimidation factor has been eliminated, beginners can start
using the platform on day one with recommended pairs from the Analyzer
Recommendation Engine. The Analyzer quickly crunches all strategy data
across all pairs and all intervals and provides the trader with a starting point
based on top profitable pairs. The Analyzer also includes options for paper
trading to test forward within the defined strategy set and options to dial into
any specific result for fine tuning and tweaking backtest parameters.
Experienced traders can dive into building chained strategies and
backtesting with the feedback presented in real time. There is no need here to
make an adjustment in the system and then verify it with third party tools. All
changes made provide instant and accurate feedback. A wide variety of
strategies are included with an advanced system of indicator chaining along
with the largest set of indicators and strategies on the planet. No text files, no
programming required, just drag and drop for an intensely powerful trading
engine.
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4. Platform Features

Visual Strategy Workspace
We’ll start off by first talking about how to build strategies on the Acuitas
platform.
The core of the Acuitas platform is an automated cryptocurrency trading
engine.

This

trading

engine

will allow users to actively trade the

cryptocurrency markets using tried and tested technical indicators. The ability
to chain these indicators together using simple IF | AND | OR | THEN statements
allows traders to create strategies like: “IF indicator A has satisfied value X
THEN enter the market”. This is facilitated by what we call this the Visual
Strategy Workspace.
A portion of the early beta of the actual VSW looks like this:
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Traders begin with an IF statement on the left.
They can then choose from a palette of both strategies and indicators, their
first condition. These can then be assembled together, like simple math
equations, to form powerful strategy blocks. The Acuitas Strategy Engine (ASE)
will then compile these into a form that the Sentinel can use to look for entry
and exit signals.
Even in the current cryptocurrency markets, most bots, rely heavily on
complicated text based configurations to setup static strategies. If a strategy
starts losing money or doesn’t perform as expected, the user has to wade
through pages of online or pdf documentation, use a third party charting
platform to (hopefully) identify the problem, and then try to translate that
back into text configurations.
VSW allows for a massive amount of powerful customization for traders and
unique ways to gain a competitive edge in the trading markets without
touching a single text configuration file.
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The Analyzer

The Analyzer engine performs tests against the historical dataset utilizing a
variety of methods. At its most basic, it will test using default parameter values
for included strategies against the candle periods selected by the user. Future
versions will enable testing a strategy using variable parameter ranges,
allowing for elimination of the exhaustive work of manually looking at charts
and guessing at input variables to test with.
Traditional trading platforms such as Metatrader 4 are hugely complex
and require at least some degree of programming knowledge. When a trader
first starts off with most trading bots on the market today, they have to not
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only pile through tons of documentation, but the they have to know what pairs
they are going to trade. This adds more burden and is a step we, as bot
runners ourselves, have always thought was not necessary. Machines exist to
help us crunch data and identify trends, so we decided to build a feature that
does just that.
The Analyzer uses proprietary technology to look for the best pairs across all
strategies and all time periods and then suggest those as starting points. This
removes a massive amount of guesswork for the user and shows them
exactly how everything is performing.
Traders can then pick and choose what pairs they want to start with for either
paper trading, live trading, or deeper backtesting. The Analyzer has saved all
these settings for the trader and they’re free to tweak and adjust (or just leave
as-is) as much as they want.
Each analyzed pair shows the time period, total profit and loss, and strategy
used. This makes it easy for the trader to choose the best of the best and we
rank the top four by P & L at the top so the trader can literally grab and go.
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The Combinator
The Combinator is an advanced tool that allows traders to take any strategy
they have developed or acquired and easily run it through various
permutations. Currently the method most traders use is to plot a strategy in
TradingView or similar, tweak the variables within it, and check the results
manually. A computer is much better suited to this task!

Using the Combinator, you are able to enter in a range of values for each
parameter in the strategy and allow the engine to iterate through all the
permutations, leaving you with an output of the best performing set of values
for that strategy in the specified time period.
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Backtesting
The Acuitas trading engine embeds graphical charting into the system from
the start. Instead of traders having to edit a configuration file and then plot
the results in a third party charting utility, they instead see our built in
backtesting system:

All of the strategy settings are exposed in easy to understand input fields.
Once run, the user receives the top statistics describing the results of the
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backtesting run, as well as an interactive chart showing them exact entry and
exits and all the pricing information associated with those points in time.
Trading View users will feel right at home here since we use the powerful
Trading View charting library.
Acuitas builds and maintains a local database of prices on your host, allowing
for extensive data analysis without having to make expensive API calls to the
exchange every time it needs data. Backtesting will be allowed for any existing
or trader crafted strategy on the platform. In combination with the cloud
platform historical pricing database, traders can go back in time to the
beginning of their exchange dataset.
Below is a simple representation of how this is currently implemented.

Paper Trading
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Our founding team has deep experience with creating consumer
mobile and enterprise web apps and we have applied our deep experience in
building Acuitas. When we decided to build the screens for our paper and live
trading sections, we knew that we needed to convey a lot of information in
ways that made it easy to see what was going on with a quick glance.

When you trade on the Acuitas platform, this is what you see. Every pair with
all the relevant info available at a glance. On the token card’s face you see
real time updates on pricing and trades along with a graph on the bottom
that visually tracks current pricing. Each card can be easily turned on or off
with a switch and it can also be flipped over to see more detail about the
strategy, pricing status, and trades made.
What makes the Acuitas trading engine’s realtime and historical operations
work so well and quickly is because it is built from the ground up with a
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streaming engine and local database. The database stores all historical and
current pricing, order and trade information. The Acuitas trading engine is also
routinely examining that data so that no gaps exist, which ensures that trades
and pricing are always accurate. We have built this into the system from the
beginning and unlike other bots out there, use this to provide more powerful
and deeper operations that traders expect.
Paper trading in Acuitas also takes on another dimension not seen in
competitor’s offerings. It is able to monitor multiple paper trading strategies at
once in a single market pairing, always looking for a better historically
performing strategy. If one is detected during a live trading session, the user
has an option to allow Acuitas to automatically swap in the better strategy for
the old one, in real time.
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The Sentinel
We call the Acuitas Analysis Engine the Sentinel. It is the watchful eye that is
always applying strategies for selected pairs to pricing data in real time,
looking for entries and exits. Below is a very simplified image depicting how
the Sentinel observes pricing data so it can apply the selected strategies for
each traded pair.

Acuitas uses real time data pumped in from the exchanges and runs it into
the Real Time Data Processing subsystem. From here it is cleaned up and
routed to any number of other subscriber subsystems.
The Sentinel is one of these subscribers and gets fed all ohlc pricing data.
Once it has this data, it applies it to the selected strategies that the trader has
configured for each pair and decides if the right signals are there to act on.
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Live Trading
Visually, Live trading works much in the same way as Paper trading. Traders
will see the cards that represent their pairs and the real-time status of each of
those pairs.

Each card displays the most important data on the front - current pricing, P&L,
trades, 24hr change, and Sentinel status. Cards can be flipped over to see
more details like the strategy and its configuration, Sentinel details, as well as
a list of all the trades made. All Cards display data completely independent of
each other and do not lose any information resolution when displayed on a
mobile device.
On the engine side, because Acuitas streams orders and pricing in real time, it
builds its own candles (all part of the Sentinel) and can apply entries and exits
before traditional candles have been broadcast from the exchange. This
allows the system a higher level of accuracy and speed in making sure that
traders have an edge in trade execution. A trader can get in and out of
positions quicker with Acuitas than most other bots.
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Decentralization
In cryptocurrency and blockchain applications today, a lot of focus is placed
on centralization or decentralization of resources. In building the Acuitas
platform, we considered a lot of options and needs that are typical in
decentralized projects communities:
● the question of whether or not the platform itself needed to rely on
decentralization technologies
● how it would secure and share the transfer of information
● how it would scale
● what was the time impact of designing and developing another
blockchain
After many iterations on the above options, we decided that Acuitas will not
implement its own blockchain. Instead it will use these existing technologies to
secure, scale, and transact with the most important parts of the platform.
The Acuitas platform itself doesn’t gain much in the near term trying to make
it blockchain based. Because the main interface into the platform is a local
application run on the traders local computer or private vps (WIndows, Mac,
or Linux), our network is already distributed enough. We have been designing
the platform api’s and data feeds to be compact and efficient. Where
necessary, we will push data utilizing the latest websocket and http/2
protocols.
Where we do feel decentralization comes into play is with Decentralized
Exchanges (DEX’s). To us, this is the future of crypto trading and we already
have prototypes running that paper trade on the Bitshares Dex.
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Using a DEX will be the ultimate in trading, provided the liquidity is there. We
have assembled a small list of DEX’s we would like to support in the near
future.
●

Bitshares

●

Openledger

●

Binance

●

Waves

●

Cryptodex

●

CryptoBridge

We will continue to provide updates on this part of the platform once the v1 of
the trading bot has been released. We expect to have at least one DEX
integrated for major version 1 - so all licensees will have this option open to
them if they choose.
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5. Marketplace
The Acuitas platform will provide a for pay marketplace built by the
community with a range of products and market information for both trading
and investing.

Today crypto traders and investors are typically one and the same. A large
portion of cryptocurrency investing is not done algorithmically. New
decentralized and blockchain products are coming online every day and
investors need access to information so they can assess the validity and
value of each given project, their associated tokens, and / or technology. In
this respect, the community can be a minefield of nefarious actors and
investors need to be able to choose between facts and marketing spin.
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In Acuitas, investors will be able to scan news and curated twitter feeds,
alongside current price charts, for their chosen coins and indices with the
ability to buy/sell immediately either automatically or manually.
Our dedicated research teams, and community members wanting to earn
AQS tokens will publish premium content in the form of:
● blog posts
● technology reviews
● market signals
Each of the above content types will feature methodologies and investment
grades

ported

from

traditional

finance

and

adjusted

to

suit

the

cryptocurrency industry.

Content Management and Distribution
Verified professional traders with large followings will no longer have to
maintain forums, blogs or even Discord servers anymore. Nor will they be at
the mercy of advertising behemoths such as Youtube. Everything can be
hosted on the Acuitas platform.
The Acuitas Content Management and Distribution system will be built on top
of the IPFS (Interplanetary File System) network1. All content will be encrypted,
sliced up, and distributed onto the various IPFS nodes. This will enable content
producers to not only ‘publish and forget’, but also allow royalties to be
collected on each access.

1

An introduction to IPFS https://medium.com/@ConsenSys/anintroductiontoipfs9bba4860abd0
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Acuitas will provide simple access controls that will enforce:
● Free and complete access to anyone
● Free partial access and pay for complete access to anyone
● For pay access to anyone
● For pay access to specific members
Acuitas will provide the true micro-transaction, ad free marketplace for
content owners, a first in the crypto trading world. Our AAF (always advertising
free) approach allows us to collect micropayments in real time from users on
a pay per view basis with clear, transparent pricing structure for all
consumers.

Unique Crypto Assets
Outside of the marketplace, Acuitas will also provide another first for the
crypto trading world: UCA’s - Unique Crypto Assets.
UCA’s are one of a kind digital memorabilia based on the ERC721 or “Non
Fungible Token (NFT)” standard. Members will be able to create these UCA’s,
sell them in the marketplace, and have only one copy registered on the
blockchain - forever. How would you like to own a UCA kitty created by Vitalik
Buterin or a UCA badge designed by Mike Novogratz? These are just a few
examples of items created by people with high social media status whose
authenticity can be proven with the blockchain.
In the crypto trading world, our team has seen across many systems - twitter,
trollboxes, telegram, discord, etc - stars with their own celebrity (and
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following). We believe that we can expand and unify many of these celebrity
sources, bringing them under one roof.

Lastly, the Acuitas platform will provide the ability for members to accept
donations and launch subscription services. Donation services will work much
like how Patreon works, with simple donation mechanisms that allow for
members to receive AQS tokens from anyone. On the flip side, content
producers can offer access to their content via subscription services. These
can be based on time or quantity and provide direct and access to anything
producers release.
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Community
We believe that trading is better when a community is involved. To
complement and enhance the trading experience, Acuitas has a built in
community where members can discover and engage with verified trading
strategies that have proven results from within the platform. Investors will be
able to drill down into a particular investors strategy and see the buys, sells
and overall profit margin.
Trading strategies will be ranked via the platform leaderboards. All data on the
leaderboards can be trusted, as it must be completely verified Acuitas trading
bot activity to be listed. Traders who opt-in can claim their unique username
and non-fungible identity and join our community leaderboard. Once
connected, their time-boxed results will show with the best results over that
time period. Special rewards can be gained from community prize pools for
the most impressive metrics including, but not limited to, highest trade,
highest 24 hour gain, highest weekly gain, top strategy of all time, etc.
Members will also benefit from the secure, moderated, community discussion
rooms, which will have a modern and familiar feel, but with enhanced
protections to prevent scams and social phishing attempts. This includes a
few key systems:
● a trust metric score to rate other users using the cryptography inherent
in the ERC721 standard, verifying that users are who they say they are
● a human verification team to ensure famous entities from within the
crypto community can verify their persona
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Acuitas will provide the tools that will allow professional and crypto
personalities to bring their communities and users onboard so they can more
easily engage and transact with them.
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6. The AQS Utility Token

Introduction
The Acuitas Platform will be introducing the AQS token that will be used for all
platform transactions. This not only includes transactions that happen for the
marketplace, but also for purchasing of all licenses.
For starters, the AQS token will be based on the Ethereum standard ERC20
token. In our mind, ERC20 has been the killer app (so far) on the Ethereum
network where billions of dollars/euros have been raised and transacted using
this token standard. This is one wheel we feel does not need to be reinvented.
We will go into further detail below on how product licensing and the
tokenomics work.

Token Economies
Powering every transaction at the centre of the Acuitas universe will be the
AQS token. A fixed supply ERC20 token which will enable the safe and secure
economy that will exist between users. With the AQS token, users will be able to
buy products and services from within the platform, including;
● Product licensing
● Cloud hosting
● Exchange upgrades
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● Strategies
● Investment research
● Premium content
● Digital memorabilia & UCA’s
Each member will have their own wallet created when they sign up for the
platform. Micropayments will be transacted through this wallet as members
navigate their way through the platform sections and purchase products or
services.

Token Structure
A fixed supply of 100 million AQS ERC20 tokens will be available on <launch
date>. No more will ever be created for any reason.
Each token will be locked to 0.001 ETH. Current ETH price sits around $450-$500
USD making each token roughly worth $.45 - $.50 USD.
We have spent considerable time cutting away unnecessaries for our token
structure so that it is transparent and simple.

Total Number of Tokens
Cost of 1 Token in ETH
Community Bounties and Competitions - 5%

100,000,000
0.001
5,000,000

Team (platform development and maintenance) - 20%

20,000,000

Token Supply available for sale - 75%

75,000,000
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As per the chart above 75% of the token will be available for the ecosystem to
run on. This includes all member to member and member to system
interactions. 5% will be reserved for community and bounties and will be
released on a preset schedule. 20% will also be released to the team on a
preset schedule over four years - this will demonstrate the team’s
commitment to the platform over the longer term as the owners will have a
stake in staying the longer term. All reserved tokens will be released to 3 of 3
multisig wallets requiring signatures from all three of the principal founders.

AQS Availability And Use
We will be minting the AQS ERC20 tokens in July 2018. They will be available for
purchase on the following exchanges sometime during Q4 2018 to Q1 2019:
● Kastle.io
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● Coss.io
● Exenium.io
● Cryptopia
● Waves
In addition to releasing the AQS token, we are introducing the AQS VIP license.
This license is for early adopters of the Acuitas Platform. VIP licenses will only
be available for a limited time and for one time only. VIP license purchases will
open on July 8, 2018, 12PM PST and conclude at August 19, 2018, 12PM PST.
What is the VIP license contain and how much is it?
Below is the feature list for VIP, Pro, and Standard licenses.
(All pricing is approximate and time based - see https://www.acuitas.app for latest pricing)

○ VIP version - $350
■ 6 months free cloud access
■ 6 months royalty free strat sales
■ All features in Pro version
■ Lifetime major version license(s) at 50% discount
■ Early access to all releases
■ All supported exchanges, 4 api key pairs per exchange
■ Special VIP badge in leaderboard and VIP only contests
○ Pro version - $700
■ 5 exchanges, 2 api key pairs per exchange
■ Able to participate in leaderboard and contests
■ Arbitrage
■ Leaderboards (MVP)
● Contests
● Top performers over time (weekly, monthly, annually)
● Biggest trade (daily, weekly, monthly)
● AQS tokens to winners of each time period
■ Block Signals token analysis and recommendations
■ Longer historical dataset access
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○ Standard version - $200
■ 1 exchange, 2 api key pairs per exchange (upgrades
available)
■ Strategy marketplace (buy only)
■ All content and marketplace access
● Chat / Rumors / speculation feed / Trollbox
All VIP licenses will be available for purchase at the official Acuitas site https://www.acuitas.app
As mentioned above, VIP licenses are a one time offer and will only ever be
available for purchase between July 8, 2018 and August 19, 2018.
Pro and Standard licenses will be made available after the VIP license
schedule ends.

Acuitas reserves the right to enable token-burn, token-swap, community development incentives and/or
other changes to tokenomics as deemed necessary for the efficient functioning of the platform.
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7. Development Roadmap & Timeline

2017: Major milestone - first prototypes for backtesting engine

2018: Major milestones - platform vision, bot components completed, v1 bot launch, cloud
development begins, possible cloud beta (if not, Q1 2019)
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2019: Major milestones - Cloud released, v1.5 of Trade Bot released, DEX support work begins, v2
of Trade Bot released.
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8. Team
The Acuitas team brings decades of diverse financial, technology, sales &
marketing, and product development experience. They are confident that
their experience in launching mobile, highly scalable transaction systems, and
television & media products will enable them to build a unique unified
platform that will stand out in the crypto world.

Colin Masters

Jared Clark

Jason Lee

Product Development

Strategies & Operations

Technology

Jason Appleton

Jay Wehrer

Richard Gartner

Sales & Media

Marketing & Content

Sr. Developer

Nihas Rahman

Erik Lee

Middle East Operations

Asia Operations
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Colin Masters
Colin has been a financial software professional for 7 years, working in the algorithmic trading
departments of NYSE Technologies, Intercontinental Exchange Group, Vela Trading Technologies and JP
Morgan Chase. He’s been invested in cryptocurrency and an active trader since 2013. Colin is dedicated
to enhancing the cryptocurrency space with world class tools.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/colinmasters/

Jared Clark
Jared is our resident markets and currency expert. Jared has been trading in the crypto space for over 5
years and was mining Bitcoin in 2011. When we have questions about how markets work, Jared is our first
stop. Jared typically has his nose in charts and is always researching ways to shape the trading
algorithms of Acuitas. He is active in community engagement, and forecasting future trends to help
develop Acuitas products.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/JaredBuyTheDips/

Jason Lee
Jason has been programming since he was 12. He's a polyglot and is fluent in most of the top
programming languages. He has over 20 years experience in the tech industry and has founded and
exited some successful startups. He's been at the core of a few large institutions that have processed
hundreds of billions of dollars of transactions in the travel and banking industries. In 2017 he realized that
traditional mobile/application development is antiquated and decided to go all in on crypto/blockchain
development. He mined his first bitcoins via a pool in 2013, and, lost the hard drive.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jason-lee-49601a155/

Jason Appleton
Jason Appleton has over 25 years experience in business development across multiple industries. His
experience stems from 3 years as a record label founder, 6 years as a Pro/Am MMA fight promoter with a
national tv show, and 6 years in the mortgage industry having started as a licensed loan officer and
ending up as an independent business development consultant that helped companies double or triple
their sales volume within 6 months through means of marketing, sales training, coaching and more.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasonappleton/

Jay Wehrer
Jay has more than 20 years experience building software companies. He has built a career in fast
growth organizations taking on numerous roles from sales to operational management. His business
development roles have honed his marketing and messaging skills. He’s a firm believer that telling why a
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company exists to the customer base is the strongest method to recruit and develop a loyal customer
base. He believes that building a cryptocurrency trading platform where traders can collaborate, learn
and build a safe investment portfolio is a message that will resonant among the cryptocurrency
community.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaywehrer/

Richard Gartner
Richard has held many Senior Software Engineer positions over his 20 years in tech and is a Senior
member of the core team that will deliver all aspects of the project. His current focus is all levels of the
trading bot. He's fluent in Java, Ruby, Go, and Javascript. When he's not at his desk he's either running or
camping with his family.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardgartner/

Nihas Rahman
Nihas has over a decade of experience in Enterprise IT implementations related to Fintech, CRM and
Business Process Reengineering. He is the founder of Oovya LLC, a blockchain enabler and ICO advisory
services firm based out of Dubai. He has been involved in several iterations of end-to-end IT product
design and delivery for enterprises and government entities in Dubai, which are compliant to security
and industry standards. Nihas is a Certified Bitcoin professional, Project Management Professional and
Scrum Master. Nihas will be handling the Middle East operations and marketing of Acuitas platform.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nihas/

Erik Lee
Erik has over a decade of experience in business development and running businesses. In 2017 he
became interested in Steemit and had developed a community of over 1000 users. He now I advises the
Japanese & Southern California crypto communities officially and splits his time between Japan and the
U.S.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/erik-lee-b718abb/
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